
Non-Corrosive

•

Biodegradable

•

Non-Toxic
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Available Sizes:  4/1Gal 
Physical State:  Liquid 
Color:   Colorless
Odor:   Pleasantly Fresh
Base:   Detergent blend
pH:   9.0 - 9.8
Viscosity:  Water thin
Foam:  Moderate
Optical Brightener:  None
Phospahte:  None
2-Butoxyethanol:  None
Solubility:  Complete with water 
Emulsification:  Excellent 
Detergency:  Excellent
Rinsability:  Excellent 
Biodegradability:  Complete
Storage/Stability:  1 year
Weight Per Gallon: 8.62 lbs.
Freeze/Thaw Stability: Keep from freezing

PRETREAT & CONCENTRATED EXTRACTION CLEANER

FIBER ALL PLUS

Technical Data

Team Pleascent Clean formulated products pro-
vide a single uniform fragrance throughout your 
facility for consistent odor management.

Now formulated to meet the stringent Carpet & Rug Institute’s Seal of 
Approval for overall cleaning effectiveness, rate of resoiling, pH, surface 
texture change and colorfastness. This more environmentally responsible, 
anti-soil, multi-purpose carpet cleaner concentrate is a pretreat and 
extraction cleaner. Powerful, cleaning agents penetrates and lifts soils. Fiber 
All Plus is non-toxic, non-corrosive, contains no butyl, EDTA, phosphates, 
optical brighteners or volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as defined by 
state and Federal regulations. Team Pleascent Clean formulated products 
provide a single uniform fragrance throughout your facility for consistent 
odor management.

Specifications DescriptionSpecifications Description

DirectionsDirections

What the Pros KnowWhat the Pros Know

Wear safety equipment recommended on MSDS, read all 
directions and cautions prior to beginning your work.

Vacuum carpet thoroughly. Pre-test carpet for colorfastness in an out-
of-sight area. 

Pre-spray Application:
Pre-mix 8 oz. per gallon of water. 1. 
Pre-spray areas to be cleaned and allow a dwell time 2. 
of 5-10 minutes.  Do not allow carpet to dry.
Rinse with extractor removing chemical and soil.3. 
Allow carpet to dry. Accelerate drying with SSS Air 4. 
Mover (AM-2) as needed. Vacuum carpet thoroughly.

Extraction Cleaning:  (500-600 square feet per diluted 
gallon is recommended coverage.)

Pre-mix 3 oz. per gallon of water.1. 
Pre-spray areas to be cleaned with solution or use in 2. 
the extraction machine.
Allow a dwell time of 5-10 minutes.  Do not allow carpet 3. 
to dry.
Extract with water, removing chemical and soil.4. 
Accelerate drying with 5. SSS Air Mover (AM-2) as needed.
After carpet has dried, vacuum carpet thoroughly (optional).6. 

Truckmount Cleaning:
Mix 32 oz. per 5 gallons of water.1. 
Meter at 3 gallons per hour.2. 
Fresh water tanks: mix ½ oz. product per gallon of water.3. 




